Graco Announces EGP Electric Transfer and On-Demand Pumps
October 6, 2021
All electric efficiency offering consistent performance without hassle
MINNEAPOLIS--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Oct. 6, 2021-- Graco Inc. (NYSE:GGG), a leading manufacturer of fluid handling equipment, is pleased to
announce the launch of the EGP™electric transfer and on-demand pumps, each offering superior performance and convenience that meets a wide
range of applications. Designed specifically as enhanced replacements for the now obsoleted APEX pumps, Graco’s EGP models offer optimized
pump designs, new motors, built-in filtration and new pressure controls for on-demand models.
This press release features multimedia. View the full release here: https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20211006005893/en/
Available in 115VAC or 12VDC models,
both EGP electric transfer and on-demand
pumps are compatible with today’s most
standard electric configurations. By simply
plugging the pump into a power source, an
entire 55-gallon drum of 10W oil at room
temperature can be emptied in less than 8
minutes with the 8 gpm (30.3 lpm) flow rate
transfer model. More energy efficient than
pneumatic pumps, EGP pumps offer an
equally durable option for those seeking
energy savings or unable to otherwise
utilize compressed air.
With a legacy of long-lasting performance
and uptime, Graco pumps have built an
outstanding reputation as one of the
company’s flagship product categories.
Built with pride and attention to this legacy,
Graco EGP pumps are engineered to last
with precision gears for incredible
consistency. Pump life is optimized with a
built-in inlet strainer and motor
over-temperature protection which prevent
overheating and extend the unit life cycle
through proactive failure prevention.
Whether operating remotely or in a
manufacturing facility without an air
compressor, EGP pumps are the ideal
solution when versatility is needed to get
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the job done. Following field tests for both
the EGP electric transfer and on-demand
pump, end users were enthused by how effective the pumps performed. “Best pickup prime of all the pumps I’ve had!” said one user during an
on-demand application. “That’s one pumping son of a gun.”
ABOUT GRACO
Graco Inc. supplies technology and expertise for the management of fluids and coatings in both industrial and commercial applications. It designs,
manufactures and markets systems and equipment to move, measure, control, dispense and spray fluid and powder materials. A recognized leader in
its specialties, Minneapolis-based Graco serves customers around the world in the manufacturing, processing, construction and maintenance
industries. For additional information about Graco Inc., please visit us at www.graco.com.
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